evolve your second nature

sculpted, austere, intriguing
a form that appears to vanish in space

mystery surrounds a series of guarded secrets that anticipate your future needs

3

colour: WA7021 matt
worktop: Corian® “Glacier white”

you’ll find yourself asking questions
that you’ve never asked before
5

TAO technologies
4mm thick panels

perfectly oiled and precise mechanisms, silent as a breeze.
whispered innovation
4-way adjustment

Drawer

Furniture

Local and centralized
storage

Collapsible gasket

High surface area
contact when closed

74% thinner structure

ULTRA-SLIM FRONT & SIDES
Carved from a single 4mm thick metal sheet,
drawers, door and side panels are 74% thinner than
the standard 15mm. Space has also been reduced
between drawers, giving a minimalist look that
means more space for you and a lower total volume.

market first
6

3D-true alignment

FULL EXTENSION WITH MICRO-ADJUSTMENTS
Every drawer extends completely to permit full
access to content. Multiple micro-adjustments
can be made in 4 directions to achieve perfect
alignment.

truly airtight

Smart storage

PENTA SEAL: A STOP TO CONTAMINATION
We have used the same gaskets that we use
around the frame, around the whole perimeter
of the closing edge of each drawer. TAO’s
exclusive gaskets, similar to those found on
refrigerators, are designed to collapse and
adhere completely to all surfaces, ensuring an
effective airtight barrier.

MAGNETIC TAGS
Say goodbye to sticky labels. TAO repositionable Tags
are available in 6 colours and can be used to code
drawer content or just for looks. it’s up to you.

market first

patent pending
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it may look familiar, but everything has changed

hidden strength

colour: beige PANTONE 7528 matt, grey WA7018 matt
worktop: Corian® “Clay” (beige)
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D-Box

a multi-functional tray or SmartStorage device?

D-Boxes can have many functions:
a drawer insert, a removable tray, or
a closed container in which to store
or transport material

D-BOX COVER
Protects the contents during
transport. D-Boxes can remain
open inside a drawer as they are
sealed by Penta Seal
airtight gaskets.

D-BOX CUPS

S

Cups give additional
organization for D-Box
spaces. Available in 3
sizes and 2 heights.

D-BOX SEPARATORS

L

The 2 modular elements can
enable multiple compartments
– large or small – to be arranged
to suit the demands of each
user.

D-BOX LABEL
D-Boxes can be
recognized by an
external colour Label
that identifies its
content.

D-BOX SEPARATORS

D-BOX HANDLES

M

More than a drawer insert,
D-Box has handles that turn it
into a very practical tray, easy to
move so all materials are always
close at hand. The handle shape
offers a firm and safe hold, and,
because every drawer extends
completely out, extraction is
simple and secure.

D-BOX LABEL
You can add an external colour
Label that identifies content
and is always visible even in
storage cabinets or a SmartWall

10
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D-Box

starter kits

“zero tilt” extraction

TAOD-BOX type 1

43x36cm
3cm

TAOCUPS type 1
S

M

TAOD-BOX type 2

43x36cm
9,5cm

XTA10

VTA20

XTA11

VTA21

XTA12

VTA22

XTA13

VTA23

L

simplifying actions, everyday – that’s innovation

2,5cm
6x6cm

20x7cm

20x15cm

CUP SIZES
For further spatial division, Cups are
available in 3 sizes and 2 heights: type 1 for
low drawers, type 2 for all other drawers.

TAOCUPS type 2
S

D-Box lifts vertically

M

L
4cm

6x6cm

20x7cm

20x15cm

XTA145

XTA15

THE VERTICAL GESTURE
TAO’s fully opening drawers eliminate hidden
zones, exposing the whole content, making
it easily reachable. With D-Box, extraction is a
fluid and natural as well as a “vertical gesture”
that avoids obstacles or tilting.
12
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a place for everything, and everything in the
place it always should have been

colour: grey WA7018
worktop: Fenix NTM® “Bianco KDS” (white)
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Tags

Labels

A

say goodbye to sticky labels
and say hello to magnetic Tags the most practical way to identify
and recognize drawer content

conservative

identify content
TAO’s magnetic Tags can serve the
function of coding space for specific
content

hygiene

expand the functionality of
D-Boxes by adding coloured
Labels and matching them to
the same colour Tad

endodontics

You’ll find the learning
curve to colour coding
rapid and intuitive,
a natural way to group
and store products.

user 1

B
More than TAO’s trademark look, TAO’s
magnetic TAGS also serve the specific
function of coding space

TAO MAGNETIC TAGS These re-positionable TAGs are available in 6 colours
16

user 2

identify users

Match Tags to D-Box Labels to facilitate organization
of products in the treatment room

Beyond identifying content, you can
reserve dedicated spaces for different
users within the same treatment room.
Colours can even be associated with
those used in appointment software
D-BOX LABELS available in the same 6 colours

the newly found beauty that you feel has
forever been part of your world

colour: red RAL 3001, grey RAL9006 (plinth)
worktop: Fenix NTM® “Bianco KDS” (white)
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SmartStorage™: local
increase efficiency by creating a “SmartSpace” through which you
can organize the passage of D-Boxes from any other drawers or wall
cabinets

SmartSpace

3
TO THE PLACE YOU USE THEM
Everything at hand, ready to use or
protected in a closed drawer.

D-Box makes local storage
faster, efficient, practical and
protected. Every drawer, even
the most distant, is now close
at hand.

in TAO

in TAO

local storage

SmartSpace

Material organized
and stored in
drawers or wall
cabinets

The whole D-Box
moved to any
SmartSpace Drawer

2
THAT MOVES FAST
Move D-Box with its entire content
to the SmartSpace in a very fast
and completely natural way.

SMART SPACE
A transition area for placing
content moved from other
drawers. A central position, at
the right height and distance
from which you have access to
what you need.

1
WHOLE DRAWER CONTENT
Wherever it is, all material
contained in this, or any other
lower drawer, however difficult
to reach, is available in an
instant.

4
THEN BACK
When no longer needed,
D-Box returns to its
original drawer, identified
by Tag and Label colour.

SmartSpace

THE SMART REVOLUTION
The invention of D-Box has made Smart
Storage™ possible. Before D-Box, a highcapacity container that doubled as a tray
simply did not exist

20
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SmartStorage™ : centralized

set up a single storeroom that supplies all treatment rooms

SmartWall is the perfect pairing of D-Box and centralized storage,
creating a range of custom cabinets for holding a large number of
D-Boxes

storeroom

in storage room

in TAO

in TAO

SmartWall

local storage

SmartSpace

Material for all treatment
rooms is organized and
protected in SmartWall
cabinets

Material organized
and stored in
drawers or wall
cabinets

The whole D-Box
is moved to any
SmartSpace
drawer

to treatment room

SmartWalls

SmartWalls are available either open fronted or with glass door
panels – transparent or smoked

50 cm glass door

50 cm glass door

50 cm without door

180 cm

TAE7/TAE7G
up to 24 D-Box
Type 1 Door:
smoked glass finish
mirror (TAE7) or
transparent glass
(TAE7G)

VT2/VT2G
up to 8 D-Box Type 1
Door: smoked glass
finish mirror (VT2)
/ transparent glass
(VT2G)

TACOL4
up to 24 D-BOX
Type 1

TA1DB+TX6
D-Box holder
wheeled cabinet
up to 8 D-Box Type 1

23

Being TAO

1. metal | ultra-technical

2. glass + LED lit | a dramatic floating sensation

your new way of being. no barriers
weightless yet dynamic

3. suspended | slim profile
24

4. plinth | the plinth re-invented
25

hygiene
extractable
shelf in Corian®
”Glacier White”
(X9T)

worktop and sink in
Corian® “Glacier White”
(X5P+LE)

modular dispenser for disposables,
w100/150cm (WISH)
worktop in
Corian® “Clay”
sink in Corian®
“Glacier White”
(X5P+LEC)

dispenser for
disposable and infrared soap distributor
(LUNA E L’ALTRO)

dispenser for disposables,
touch control interface (ZERO)
suction system and
micromotor for
touch-up work
(X13T)

Living Tao

choosing an everyday
way of being. harmonies,
an irresistible feeling,
a duet of applause

worktop in LAP
with round stainless
steel sink
(X5S+LS)

selective affinities

folding front with
extractable /
height-adjustable
aluminium arm for
trays (X330T)

worktop in Fenix NTM®
“Bianco KDS”,
with square
stainless steel sink
(XF032+LQS)

D-Box module with
door. Standard or
reduced height, up
to 8 D-BOX T1/4
D-BOX T2 (TA1DB /
TA1PDB)

worktop in Fenix NTM®
“Grigio Londra”
with square stainless
steel sink
(XF718+LQS)

worktops and sinks
worktop in Fenix NTM®
“Nero Ingo”, square
stainless steel sink
(XF720+LQS)

keyboard drawer
(X10TT)

worktop and sink in
painted glass
(RV3C+RV6C)

accessories
worktop in laminate,
porcelain sink
(X5N+LP1)

handles with “matt
chrome” finish
(standard)

push&pull opening
(X108T)

drawers

mobile cabinet with
Corian® worktop
(TX6 + storage
element of choice)

27
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Movi

an invisible technological core

search the smooth surface for imperfections
or misalignments
your experience tells you exist, but not today

rising screen
Your screen rises electrically only when
you need it – more table space when
don’t. (fits all monitor sizes)

electric drawers
The wonders of a push&pull
mechanism. A simple touch opens
and closes delicately in silence

colour: grey RAL 9006
worktop: Corian® “Glacier white”
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™

Avant system

flexwall
Managing the risk of
contamination of consumables
The drawer, in its lowered position, is
accessible while you are seated and keeps
material protected from contamination
during procedures

free the space around you

see, check, move,
a never-ending dance of syncronized
hands safely moving in a stable and
harmonious universe
™

flexdesk
Everything at hand
Right- or left-handed, two- or fourhanded. The mobile tray follows your
movements and the instruments are
always there, at hand, right where
you look for them.

™

flexclip

Suction system no longer on chair
The ability to choose the optimal
suction system position for every
process allows you to maintain a better
posture, facilitating your movements.
colour: white WA010 matt, grey WA7018 matt
worktop: Corian® “Glacier White”
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storage cabinets
TA1

measurements in cm

TA1A

50

TA5A

25

TA1D

35

TA5B

50

TA1B

40

TA6

TA2A

TA7

50

TA2B

50

50

TA6A

50

50

TA2

TA3A

50

50

TA14

50

TA3B

TA4

TA4A

50

50

TA4B

50

TA4C

50

TA5

50

50

parts of TAO sculpt it to form your inner space

TA16

50

50

TA3

50

hanging modules
TA1P

50

TA1AP

25

TA1BP

TA1CP

35

50

70-76

TA2P

40

TA2AP

50

TA3P

50

50

TD5P

TD4P

50

standard

standard frame (plinth, glass / metal foot)
H69 D45cm
Lorem ipsum
up to 8 drawers type1

TPC3

50

50

hanging

slim frame (suspended installation)
H53 D45cm
up to 6 drawers type1

TA3AP

TA3BP

50

50

TA4P

TA5P

50

TA6P

50

TA14P

60

TA16P

50

50

Lorem ipsum
mobile cabinets

sink modules

PC cabinets

hanging sink modules

TDA5P

TA1DP

TPC4

35

TB1

TB1P

70-76

avant_system

Avant frame (plinth)
H59 D45cm
up to 7 drawers type1

70-76

TDA5

TDA6

70-76

70-76

TD2

TD3

50

TD4

50

TD5

50

50

methods

designing your new
work place
exclusive consulting
services

analysis
we listen to instructions and requests, carefully
assessing feasibility and relative options. Each
project is unique, independently from its size,
and is overseen and completed by a designer who
becomes the customer’s main contact person.

customization of the
space

design and planning
items from the catalogue, made to measure or to
custom specifications.
Development of individual units or complete
rooms, with indications for floor and wall
materials and colours.

viewing the result

3D rendering
each project comes with a photorealistic rendering
of the final result

TX6
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summary: work methods

tailored to you, your tools, your work–
an intelligent and responsive space
the logical order of things

THINNER STRUCTURE
DRAWER GUIDES WITH MICRO-ADJUSTMENTS
FULL EXTENSION DRAWERS
TRULY AIRTIGHT PENTASEAL
D-BOX MULTI-FUNCTIONAL INSERTS

1

2

3

4

full optional
is standard

tag coding
no more sticky labels

local SmartSpace
proximity storage

centralized SmartStorage™
full studio system

More space, safety and
technology as standard. Work
the way you’ve always worked,
but better.

Start using Tags to identify users
and content.

Match Tags and D-Box Labels and
move contents in SmartSpace
drawers.

Store all labelled and covered up D-Boxes
in a single storeroom, then distribute
them to treatment rooms.

◉

◉

◉

◉

◉
◉
◉
◉

◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

◉

◉

TAGS AS CONTENT INDICATOR
TAGS AND LABELS
SMART STORAGE LOCAL

◉

CENTRALIZED SMART STORAGE

TAO tech fundamental
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organized

Advanced
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Metal:
the irreplaceable
hygiene companion

specifications and customization
dimensions, materials, options, and colours

standard

metal is an informed choice: an
environmentally friendly material
that provides the highest levels of
hygiene

MATERIALS AND COLOURS
TAO = electro-galvanized metal sheet
D-Box cover = shockproof plexiglas
D-Box separators = shockproof plexiglas
D-Box / Cups = PST
D-Box Label = plexiglas
magnetic tags = ABS

Metal is notoriously a very challenging
material, but Dental Art have built themselves
a reputation –in every fold and weld – for metal
“designer” furniture with a distinctly “warm “ feel.

WOOD exposes medical environments to the
risk of cross-contamination during cleaning and
maintenance. It is porous, so absorbs liquids,
therefore encouraging the growth of bacterial
colonies and mould on its surface and in cavities.
METAL is a non-porous material, forming a
natural barrier that prevents environmental
contamination, so dirt and liquid residues
cannot penetrate the furniture and can be
eliminated by normal cleaning operations.

• floor-standing: plinth
• floor-standing: glass / metal foot
• hanging: slim modules

frame

• colour: white WA005

worktop

• LAP, Corian®, Fenix NTM®, glass,
laminate

drawers

•
•
•
•

colour: white WA005
dimensions: from Type 1 to Type 4
soft-closing device
matt chrome handles or
push-pull opening system

beyond standard
customized
dimensions

any colour
glossy, matt,
metallic

any colour
glossy, matt,
metallic
electric opening
system

magnetic
Ttag

• colour: grey

orange, red,
yellow, blue,
green, purple

side panels

• colour: white WA005

any colour
glossy, matt,
metallic

lower plinth

• colour: white WA005

any colour
glossy, matt,
metallic

You can have any colour as long
as it’s any colour

Colour hues of the items in this catalogue’s
pictures may be slightly different from the
indicated RAL/PANTONE reference, which
should be considered as approximate

We believe that our furniture should blend into the
environment of your studio. We have over 37,000 tones
of formulated colours in stock, but feel free to add one.
We adapt, you shouldn’t
37
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video TAO INTRO_Taking you somewhere new

video TAO TECH_Welcome to your workplace

project_lissak.com | art direction_Mark Lissak + Alessandro Maggiore | special thanks to Ann Mir
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made with love in Italy

dental-art.it

